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Depend On It
Liam Payne

 an absolutely beautiful song, but a bit of a challenge to play on guitar if im
honest. good luck.

Em^ and Bm^ are three string chords, my guitar teacher labelled them as Em and
Bm,
so i added the ^ to the end to show it s a different fingering.

strumming pattern is pretty self explanitory when you listen to the song.

EADGBe
Bm    [x24432]
Bm/A  [x04432]
Em    [022000]
D     [xx0212]
Gmaj7 [3x4430]
F#m7  [2x222x]
Em^   [xxx453]
Bm^   [xxx432]
A     [x02220]

* = strum once

[Intro]
Bm   Bm/A   Em

[Verse]
              Bm
We used to be lovin , touchin , kissin , f-
Bm/A                        Em
Like our lives depend on it
                  Bm
How we did get to lyin , cryin , always fightin 
Bm/A                        Em*
Like our lives depend on it

[Chorus]
              Bm          D*          Bm
Oh, there you go, putting words in my mouth
D*            Gmaj7
It s  bout to go down
    F#m7*     Gmaj7                Em^*    Bm^*
I m not ready yet, there s still a thread left
           Bm           D*   Bm
If I could just hold on onto unraveling hope



D*       Gmaj7       F#m7*        Gmaj7                Em^*   Bm^*
Give it one last go, I don t know why, just need us to try

A              Bm
Do or don t we find a way to get back
     F#m7
That thing we used to have that
A               Bm     Em^*  Bm^*
Ooh, I need you now

              Bm
We used to be lovin , touchin , kissin , f-
Bm/A                        Em
Like our lives depend on it
                  Bm
How we did get to lyin , cryin , always fightin 
Bm/A                       Em
Like our lives depend on it
                   F#m7          Gmaj7
Why you lookin  at me with angry eyes
                 A             Em^*  Bm^*
How we ever gon  make it out alive
                        Bm                Em*      F#m7*
If we don t get back to lovin , touchin , kissin , f-
Gmaj7
Like our lives depend on it

            Bm    D*           Bm
How could I know, what you had hiding there
D*           Gmaj7          F#m7*        Gmaj7             Em^*  Bm^*
Behind those fire eyes, but I ll make it worse with my wild words

    A                 Bm     Em^*  Bm^*
And ooh, I ve done it now

              Bm
We used to be lovin , touchin , kissin , f-
Bm/A                        Em
Like our lives depend on it
                  Bm
How we did get to lyin , cryin , always fightin 
Bm/A                       Em
Like our lives depend on it
                   F#m7          Gmaj7
Why you lookin  at me with angry eyes
                 A             Em1*  Bm1*
How we ever gon  make it out alive
                        Bm                Em*      F#m7*



If we don t get back to lovin , touchin , kissin , f-
Gmaj7*
Like our lives depend on it

Bm   A  Em   Bm   A Gmaj7

                   F#m7          Gmaj7
Why you lookin  at me with angry eyes
                 A             Em^*  Bm^*
How we ever gon  make it out alive
                        Bm*               Em*      Fmaj7*
If we don t get back to lovin , touchin , squeezin  then f-
Gmaj7*
Like our lives depend on it 


